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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 
Force _____ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
meter ___________________ _ 
second __________________ _ 
weight of one kilogram ____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
sec 
kg 
English 
Unit Symbol 
foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of one pound lb. 
PoweL_____ P kg/m/sec ___________________________ horsepower ___________ HP. 
S d {km/hr ------------------- ---------- mi./hL _______________ M. P. H. pee ------ ---------- m/sec ______________________________ ft./sec ________________ f. p. s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight, = mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/sec.3 =32.1740 ft./sec. a 
W 
m, Mass,=-
9 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) . 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-' 
sec.a) at 15° C and 760 mm =0.002378 (1b.-
ft.-4 sec.2). 
pecific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 
kg/ms =0.07651 Ib./ft.3 
mk3, Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, k, by proper sub-
script). 
S, Area. 
Sw, Wing area, etc. 
G, Gap. 
b, Span. 
e, Chord length. 
blc, Aspect ratio. 
}; Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge. 
Jl., Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~ p V~ 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~, qo 
0, Cro. s - wind force, a b sol ute coefficient 
o 
Oe=qS 
H, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are t'w"ice as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc.) 
~IQ Angle of setting 01 wings (relative to thrust 
line). 
'l-j, ringle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrus t line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
P -;' dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 m/sec, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 
and 270,000. 
Cp • Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of O. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
fl, ..:illgle of stabilizer setting with ref6rence 
to lower wing, = (it -iw). 
(x, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of down wash. 
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SUMMARY 
Part I describes vibration tests, in a wind tunnel, oj simple airjoils and oj the tail plane oj an 
MO-l airplane model; it also describes the air flow about this model. From these tests are drawn 
inferences as to the cause and cure oj aerodynamic wing vibrations. Part II derives stability criteria 
for wing vibrations in pitch and roll, and gives design rules to obviate instability. Part III shows 
how to design spars to fle:c equally under a given wing loading and thereby economically minimize 
the twisting in pitch that permits cumulative flutter. 
Resonant flutter is not likely to ensue jrom turbulence oj air flow alone past wings and tail 
planes in usual flying conditions. To be flutterprooj a wing must be void oj reversible autorotation 
and not have its centroid jar aft oj its pitching axis, i. e., axis oj pitching motion. Danger oj flutter 
is minimized by so proportioning the wing's torsional resisting moment to the air pitching moment 
at high-speed angles that the torsional flexure is always small. 
INTRODUCTION 
Under wind forces a wing or tail plane may vibrate partly in torsion about its length, 
partly in flexme about its chord direction, and jointly about both. For clearness the motions 
are studied first separately, then together. 
When an airfoil in a uniform stream executes only torsional vibration, its angle of attack 
with respect to both the relative stream and the fued stream direction varies periodically; 
while in flexmal vibration alone its angle of attack to the relative stream direction only, varies. 
In a study of the phenomena the problem then i , to determine the combinations of factor 
causing these vibrations to be damped, sustained, or reinforced, and the complete natme of 
the resulting structmal oscillation for each ca e. N atmally the airplane designer is most 
interested in the practical application of the condition which tend to preclude oscillation. 
A comparatively recent instance of aerodynamic structmal vibration was that exhibited by 
the horizontal tail smfaces on the MO-1 monoplane at normal flying angles, endangering the 
safety of the craft and lowering its performance efficiency. It was particularly to investigate 
this defect that the experiments and analyses described in this report were made. 
While it is thought that the fundamental factors of aerodynamic structmal oscillations 
have been sufficiently disclosed by the qualitative and theoretical considerations of the report, 
for favorable practical application, it is nevertheles realized that much remains to de done in 
the way of a quantitative study of the phenomenon before laws regarding it can be definitely 
formulated, and theoretical deductions concerning it completely verified. 
The following text of the report is a slightly revised form of Report No. 306 prepared for 
the Bmeau of Aeronautics, M-arch 13, 1926, and by it submitted for publication to the ational 
Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics. 
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I N T HREE PARTS 
PART I 
VIBRATION OF MO- l TAIL PLANE AND OTHER AIRFOILS 
By R. 1\L BEAll 
PHEFA E 
Thi part of the report is chiefly a description of te ts made in February, 1925, and later, 
for the Bureau of Aeronautics, in the 4 by 4 foot wind tunnel of the . (.% R. Aerodynamical 
Laboratory, 'Va hington avy Yard, on a model of the MO- l airplane and several imple 
models o( airfoil trnctures, in an attempt to determine the rea on and remedy (or the rolling 
vibrations of the MO-1 tail surfaces, occurring on the full-size craft in flight. The e vibration 
were described as being unaffected by the action of the motor and having a variable amplitude 
and a constant frequency of about 6 cycles per second . 
Experiments previou ly conducted at Langley Field on the full-size airplane, for showing 
the nature of the airflow over that portion of the wing surfaces next to the fuselage by means of a 
smoke jet, indicated an undulatory wake from the wing roots passing back over the tail surfaces, 
and thi disturbed airflow was thought to be a very probable source of the tail vibration. 
It wa therefore the primary object of the wind-tunnel tests to verify the presence of the dis-
turbed airflow about the model, and to determine its effectivene s in producing vibrations 
of the tail unit, flexibly hinged to the fu elage about a fore and aft axis. (Fig. 1.) If this 
disturbed flow and vibration were pre ent, additional test were to be made in an attempt to 
find a practical means of improving the flow or a possible location for the tail nni t outside of 
its influence. 
The somewhat indefinite and partially negative re ults of these preliminary test, however, 
led to a con i leration of the flexibility only of the tail surface tructUl'e as a po sible source 
of vibration, and it is the outcome of a few simple experiments and calcu lations in this field 
that apparently furni he the most promi ing clue to the solution of tail plane and other similar 
aerodynamic oscillations. 
In this report of the te ts no attempt has been made to enLer into the complex mathematical 
theory of aerodynamic structural oscillations, and the mere qualitative nature and limited scope 
of the experiment and result described are evident. The factors entering into this type of 
oscillation are many, and before their eITects can be completely det,ermined other more carefully 
planned and mathematically outlined inye tigations are necessary. The effects of some of the 
most importan t of these factors for several simple types of airfoil structure are theoretically 
treated in Part II, however, and certain fund amental requiremen ts of de ign for an economic 
spar structure to prevent airfoil flutter are con idered in Part III . 
TEST APPARATUS 
In order to make conveniently the desired te ts for tiil vibration on the model airplane, the 
detachable tail unit was mounted on an ela tic lmife-edge structure of special design (fig. 1), 
faciutating variation in Oexibility and vertical adj u tment. One ide of the ela tic knife-edge 
was soldered fa t in the tem of a bra T who e flange was screwed to thfl ba e of the 
tail unit, and the opposite side was set in a similar slit in the end of a rectangular brass web, 
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which fitted into a vertical saw slot cut for the purpose at the rear of the fuselage. The elastic 
knife-edge and the slitted end of the brass web holding it were cut into everal coinciding sections, 
each of which was provided with a small clamping screw. By sliding the brass web in the 
fuselage slot, the tail unit could be adjusted easily to various heights above its normal position, 
and by varying the number of elastic knife-edge section clamped, several different values of 
restoring moment for a given roll of the tail unit could be obtained. 
For exploring the airflow about the model, short lengths of silk and wool! threads were 
used. To show the flow in the vicinity of the tail surfaces, the threads were tied at inch inter-
vals along everal fine wires stretched vertically an inch apart on a stiff wire frame, mounted 
across the wind in the position of the removed tail unit. To explore the flow about the wings 
and other parts of the model in detail, a strand of wool thread about 3 inches long fastened to 
a fine needle on the end of a long Ys-inch drill rod was employed. 
VIBRATION TESTS 
Before mounting the complete model of the airplane in the tunnel, a brief test was made 
on the horizontal part of the tail unit alone, with elevators neutral, for reversible autorotation 2 
about the X axis, since theory and experiment indicate that surface exhibiting this phenomena 
at any fixed attitude to an air stream are sus-
ceptible of sustained rolling oscillations when 
flexibly hinged in this attitude about an axis 
along the stream. 
With the elevators of the tail surface model 
aligned and set at 0° to the stabilizer, and the 
stabilizer mounted for balanced free rotation 
about an axle along its X axis pointing up-
stream, no autorotation occurred for axle set-
tings to the wind from 0° to 20° and beyond. 
FIG. l.-MO-l horizontal tail plane on elastic knife-edge mounting 
A true test for autorotation of this surface 
at other angles than 0° to the air stream would 
neces itate changing its attitude to the central 
axle by rotating the surface about an axis through its center of gravity at right angles to the 
X axis, while maintaining the central axle exactly in line with the wind and pre erving the 
dynamic balance of the model. Such a test would have shown autorotation neal' the burble 
angle of the surface, but was thought unnecessary because the lift curve of the tail plane sec-
tion indicated no autorotation of the surface at lower angles. (Fig. 7, Part III.) 
With the model of the MO-l airplane in the wind tunnel, and the tail unit, with elevators 
fixed at 0°, mounted on the elastic kniIe-edge previously described (fig. 1), no violent rythmic 
oscillations of the tail surfaces were observed at any natural angle of attack, even though the 
stiffness of the elastic knife-edge was reduced to a very small value and a final test made with 
the tail unit freely hinged about the rolling axis. 
However, on allowing one or both elevators of the tail plane to swing freely from attached 
hinges, very violent rolling oscillations of the tail unit developed with the precipitation of 
pitching oscillations of the one free elevator, or of the two separate free elevators in oppo ite 
directions. In this vibratory rolling motion of the tail unit, the inertia of the free elevators 
always caused them to lag behind their neutral positions relative to the stabilizer throughout 
a portion of its path, thus causing the air pressure to be in the direction of the motion, and 
thereby amplifying and sustaining the vibration. 
I On account of their greater fluffiness and flexibility, wool threads were found to be superior to silk tbreads as airflow indicators. 
I Tbe phenomenon of reversible autorotation about an axis along the wind is known to occur for airplane wings at attitudes near their burble 
points, and an illustration of its effect in producing sustained aerodynamic oscillations of a wing is frequently observed in the rolling flutter of an 
airfoil near its burble angle of attack, when mounted in the wind tunnel on an end or a central holder. Also certain thick struts of faired twin-
cambered section, besides struts having sections of simple geometrical form, as square, triangular or semicircular, have been shown by wind tunnel 
tests to autorotate in either direction about a centrally located transverse axis for certain attitudes of the surface at or near its syrometrleal position 
to the wind. 
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When the freely hinged elevators were interconnected to prevent them from pitching in 
opposite directions no sustained rolling oscillations of the tail unit occurred. 
When the model airplane was fitted with a drill-rod spindle, who e axi coincided with the 
design Y axis of the full-size craft, and was mounted in the tunnel with the wings vertical and 
the supporting spiDdle clamped in the balance-shaft chuck, a slight natural pitching of the 
freely hinged interconnected elevators or of a single free elevator started a pitching oscillation 
of the model about its torsionally elastic support, and produced a reciprocating interaction of 
air and inertia forces that developed and sustained violent pitching 0 cillations of the model 
and freo elevator in lag phase. But, on allowing the model thus mounted to pitch freely about 
the supporting spindle axis without elastic restraint, no pitching oscillations of the freely hinged 
interconnected elevators could build up, and any forced oscillations of the model or its elevator 
were rapidly damped out. 
On substituting for the cambered model tail surface, flat surfaces of heavy paper or thin 
wood, free to pitch or roll without elastic restraint, and adapted by their light weight to respond 
readily to any general fluctuations in airflow, no marked distrubance of the airflow about any of 
these surfaces was indicated by their motion until the wings of the model airplane attained the 
burble angle of around 15°, as the model nosed up; and the turbulent flow then started was 
observed to per ist until the wings passed the 11 ° angle of attack, as the model nosed down. 
These observations were made at an air speed of around 10 miles an hour. With higher speeds 
it was noted, as has been observed before in quantitative tests on models, that the burble angles 
for the wings advanced slightly. 
When the model tail unit was mounted in the tunnel alone on its elastic knife-edge with 
rudder neutral and the elevator set at several natural flying angles, it acquired slight irregular 
rolling oscillations of small amplitude at an air speed near 20 miles an hour. Similar slight vibra-
tions were noted also when the tail unit was elastically mounted on the model airplane. It is 
believed, however, that these irregular oscillations are due to slight natural fluctuations of air-
flow to be expected around any surface, and are hence of no consequence in predicting unsteady 
airflow conducive to dangerous aerodynamic vibrations of the full-size structure. 
AIRFLOW OVER MODEL 
The exploration of the airflow over the wings and in the vicinity of the tail surfaces of the 
model with threads showed at the usual flying angles an unsteady oscillating wake from the 
region of the wing roots passing along either side of the fuselage and extending laterally about 
2 inches with dimini hing vibratory intensity. The tail surface appeared to lie in the midst of this 
wavering wake when the wings made an angle of about 8° to the tunnel air stream. The middle 
of the wing wake was defined by an imaginary line lying midway between the half length of a 
long wool thread extending around the wing and streaming back past the tail plane. As the 
model no ed up from a wing angle of 0°, the tier of thread on the wire frame mounted in place of 
the tail plane showed light pitching oscillations as it descended through the wing wake, but no 
great disturbance of the threads occurred until the wings approached their burble angle of about 
15°. A very turbulent flow was then indicated by a violent pitching and swirling of the t.hread , 
which appeared to increase in intensity with heights above the fuselage within the wing wake, 
and persisted to the 11 ° wing angle as the model nosed down, in agreement 'with a test previously 
described. For a wing angle of 0° the light quivering of the threads above the tail plane showed 
a very steady flow, bu t a slight pitching oscillation of the threads below the tail plane indicated 
the presence of the upper boundary of the wing wake in this vicinity. For a wing angle of about 
10° the upper boundary of the wing wake was observed to lie about lYz inches above the position 
of the horizontal tail surface on the model, corresponding to about 3 feet on the full-sized craft. 
A more detailed exploration of the flow over the model airplane with a single wool thread 
about 3 inches long on the end of the exploring rod previously mentioned showed the beginning 
of an unsteady discontinuous flow about the rear portion of the upper surface of the wing opposite 
its juncture with the fuselage, when a wing angle of 4° was pas ed as the model nosed up. As 
a wing angle of ° wa attained this flow became quite turbulent, as was shown by the jerky 
r-------- --
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curling motion of the exploring thread, which at some points along the afterpart of the upper 
surface of the wing near the fuselage pointed upstream away from the trailing edge. In the 
angle between the fuselage and afterpart of the upper surface of the wing the exploring thread 
showed a slight swirling motion for wing angles above 4°. Similar swirl were also noted all 
along the upper edges of the fu elage, even for wing angles below 4°. The e wirls were cau ed 
by the air pilling over the harp edges of the fuselage, and the direction of their rotary motion 
was the . ame as that for the corre ponding wing tip vortex. 
All effort to improve the flow about the wing roots by better fairing with pIa ticine at 
their fore and aft inter ection with the fuselage were apparently ineffective. AI 0 the 
rounding of the sharp edges of the fu elage did not prevent the minute air wu·ls about them. 
In order to obtain some notion of the degree of turbulence in the air flow about airplane 
models which may be considered to indicate an undesu·able flow about the full -size craft, con-
ducive to structural oscillations of its parts or otherwise impairing its efficient performance, iL 
was thought advisable to explore the [Jow about a model au·plane similar to the MO-1 type, 
whose full-size performance wa known to be satisfactory, and compare it with that about the 
MO-1, whose full-size performance ha been poor. For thi purpo e a model of the Fokker FT 
airplane was cho en as one more nearly resembling the MO-1 than any of the existing type, in 
uperficial de ign and assembly of wing and body . 
. \ n exploration of the au· flow aboll t the Fokker model howed a vibratory and turbulen t 
now from the root and in the wake of the wings ,cry similar to if not worse than that ob erved 
on the MO- l. 
STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS AN D TESTS 
Therefore, since the Fokker airplano was known to have given sati factory service withollt 
any eriOll tructural vibrations, and tho lightly di turbed flow noted on its model and that 
of the MO-1 in the vicinity of the tail surfaces seemed insufficient alone to produce any material 
vibration of these members whon rigidly constructed, it wa finally supposed, as originally 
sllspected, that the rolling tail plane vibration on the MO-1 airplane wa due, not so much to 
a disturbed au' flow from the wing a to a reI a tive weakness in spar tructure which permitted 
a lateral di tortion f the urIace under it nonnal au' pre ures or inertia forces. 
This suppo ition was primarily based on a tudy of the data for the ela tic coefficient 
of the par of variou typical tail urface, determined from spar tip deflection tests made at 
Langloy Field on the tail planes of 12 full- ize airplane, includino- the MO-l. From the e 
data the ratio of the figures for tho rear and forward spar ela tic coefficients for the horizontal 
tail surface of the MO-1 airplane was soen to bo 17 a compared to a maximum value of 4 for 
the tail surfacos of the other pIanos. In other \\·ord , the flexural tifl'no s of the MO-1 tail 
surface at the rear spar i 1/17 of its yaluo at tho forward spar, while on the other airplane 
the rear spar i never less than 1i4 the stiiIne s of the forward spar. 
As empha izing the nece sity for a till rear par as well a a still' forward par to re ist the 
distortion of thick tail urfaces of the MO-1 type, attention i hore called to . A. C. A. Report 
No. 118 describino- te t for the pressur distribution o,,"er full- ize tail urface in flight, which 
show thick-sectioned tail planes to bo ubjocted to exceedingly large twi ting moments about 
their Y axe and to recoive their greaLe t au' loading at the leading edge and tips. The e 
condition Ilrc graphically portrayed in Figure 34 and 243 to 264 of that report. 
As pertaining especially to the l\IO- 1 tail plane vibration, it was thought that the relatively 
weak roar spar pre ont permitted a material distortion of the urface under its large aerodynamic 
torsional moment, the fluctuations of which, due to unsteady air flow, tarted tor ional pitching 
o cillation of tho urface about the forward spar, which wa in turn et into a transver e vibra-
tion in lag phaso by the interaction of the au' and inertia load of the y tem, thus precipitating 
a reinforced rolling 0 cillation of the entir tail unit. 
In order to in,e tigate orne of the iructural condition conducive to tail surface vibrations, 
wind tunnel tosts wore made on evenll ill1ple airfoil models reproduculg in an elementary way 
0111e of the es ential of tail-plane structure. 
A STUDY OF WING FLUTTER 9 
The simplest and perhaps most instructive of these models consisted of a flexural1y elastic 
drill rod VB inch in diameter with either a model cambered tail surface or flat rectangular surface 
swinging about it. (Figs. 2 and 3.) A special spring was provided for producing on the surface 
a readily variable pitching restoring moment about the rod to corre pond to the torsional reaction 
of a forward spar. This model therefore repre ented roughly a tail surface structure without 
a rear spar to aid in resi ting the torsional moment about the supporting forward spar. From 
n ~ I , .. .J~t':'" .~ 
):~:. . .... :'f 
,1' , ~, 
FIG. 2.- Rigid plane surface free to pitch and 
roll 
..." .' - l 
,,;~ ;. 
~ ~ . . ..... ~ 
FiG. 3.- Rigid cambered surface free to 
pitch and roll 
the middle of the leading edge of the surface a slender rod projected along the X axis, having a 
sliding weight on it for varying the position of the center of mass of the system. In the flat-
surface model of this type (8 % by 4 by ;i inches), the interior was spanned by ducts at various 
distances from the leading edge, fitting the flexible drill rod, so as to vary the position of the 
tor ional axis of the surface relative to its center of pressure. The drill rod tood vertically in 
the tunnel with its lower end set in a short %-inch spindle clamped in the balance chuck, and 
the remainder left free to flex to and fro with the hinged surface. 
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Tests on thi model surface elastically hinged about its flexible cantilever support (fig. 2) 
showed it to be u ceptible of reinforced oscillations for center of pres ure po itions on either side 
of the hinge axis when the center of mass of the surface lay back of the axis; but to resist such 
oscillations when the center of pressure lay back of the axis with the center of mass in or forward 
of the axi . 
The type of 0 cillation developed for the un table positions of these centers was a combination 
of pitching and rolling in which the surface vibrated in pitch about the supporting rod and at the 
same time in roll 'vvith the transverse flexUTe of the rod. The interaction of the air and inertia 
forces thus produced was uch as to reinforce the oscillations and give them a resonant violence, 
even at very low air speeds. 
For all dispositions of center of mass and center of pre ure the reinforced oscillations of 
the surface could be stopped by preventing the free flexure of the supporting rod, thus makina-
the hinged surface rigid in roll only; or by an arm along one end of the surface, clamped to it 
and the supporting flexible rod, thus making the surface rigid in pitch only. 
imilar tests with the model surface freely hinged as a weather vane about its flexible 
cantilever upport showed the same po itions of center of mass and center of pressure and other 
condition for no 0 cillations as when it was ela tically hinged about this upport. 
In Figure 2 it i een that the flat- urface model was provided with an elevator having a 
special sliding counterweight for center of mass adjustment. When thi model wa hinged about 
its flexible rod, as in former test, but with the elevator swinging freely about a rigid axis near 
its leading edge with its center of pressure and center of mas back of this axis, violent rolling 
and pitching oscillations of the whole surface developed even when the centers of 'mass and of 
pressure of the system were in their stable locations. But when these centers were stably 
located for the elevator, by moving its counterweight until the center of ma s of its system was 
in its rigid axis, no oscillations of the surfaces occurred for the original stable conditions, and any 
forced oscillations were rapidly clamped out. 
A test made with a rectangular wooden model of the MO-l horizontal tail plane profile 
freely hinged about the flexible rod, ~ of an inch from its leading edge (C. M. & C. P. back of 
rod) with provi ion for limiting its amplitude of pitch, showed a development of pitching and 
rolling 0 cillations at low air speeds when the rigid model surface was allowed to pitch freely 
as little as 10 about its flexible cantilever upport. When the surface was held rigid in pitch at 
00 by clamping it to the supporting flexible rod, no oscillations developed and any forced oscilla-
tions were damped out. But it was observed that the very turbulent wake from the body of a 
person in the tunnel in front of the model gave it irregular rolling oscillations even though the 
sUTface was rigid in pitch. However, when the model of the MO-l airplane was held fixed at 
various attitudes in front of this surface rigid in pitch but flexible in roll, no marked oscillations 
occurred. 
Excepting surfaces exhibiting reversible autorotation and perhaps any exposed to unusually 
turbulent airflow, the foregoing test seem to indicate that a urface supported on a single 
cantilever spar, irre pective of the center of mass or center of pressure positions, will not be 
susceptible of reinforced aerodynamic 0 cillations, even though free to pitch about the spar, if the 
transverse flexure of the spar i resisted; or, even though free to roll with transverse flexure of the 
spar, if a material distortion or di placement of the surface in pitch is prevented. 
Since the relations of the center of mass and of pressure to the main cantilever support of a 
wing, found in these tests to resist su tained 0 cillations of a rolling and pitching surface, do not 
normally occur in ordinary plane and cambered surfaces at usual flying attitudes, and their 
alteration for stability might not often be convenient or economical, it seemed that structUl'al 
design for the prevention of surface di tortion would be the simpler and more practical method 
of precluding the aerodynamic flutter of cantilever wings or airfoils. 
0, further wind tunnel tests were next made on a somewhat crude reproduction of a two-
par tail plane structw'e (fig. 4) consisting of a wooden vise in which were clamped by their end 
two wooden strip of rectangular section, 18 inches long, set parallel to each other abou t 6 inches 
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apart, and having a heavy cloth sack stretched taut over "them, forming a flat rectangular 
surface. The base of the vise was fitted with a short %-inch spindle at its center for clamping 
in the chuck of the balance shaft, thus mounting the model in the tunnel wi th the surface vertical, 
and permitting ready changes in angle of attack, by rotating the balance-shaft. 
A variation in spar stiffness was obtained by using wooden strips of different breadths and 
depths. The e strips varied in breadth from 2 inches to Yz inch, and in depth from Yz inch to 
Ys inch. They were cut from the same block of white pine, and their relative stiffness was 
figured, according to the usual engineering formula, to vary directly a the breadth and the 
cube of the depth. 
In trying different methods for k.eeping the cloth taut over the ends of the spars in the tests 
on this model, it was found that any bracing of the par ends or reinforcement of their cloth 
covering 'with heavy paper or cardboard interfered with their independent flexure and tended 
to prevent oscillations of the structure, while any slack in the cloth covering caused it to flutter 
and precipitated violent oscillations of the struct.ure for all spar tiffness ratios. On account of 
the e and ot.her indefinite circumstances the performance of the model could not be always satis-
factorily controlled, but it nevertheless illu trated well the type of oscillation which may occur in 
a tail surface that materially 
di torts or warp under its air 
or inertia load. The model, 
however, can not be regarded 
as a true duplicate of a tail 
surface structure, on account 
of the unusual location of the 
spars at the extreme fore and 
aft portions of the surface and. 
the lack of interconnecting 
ribs. 
All of the surface oscilla-
tions observed in the tests on 
this model developed between 
the air speeds of 25 and 40 
miles an hour at or within 1 ° 
.01' 2° of the null or no-lift atti-
tude of the surface, with the 
FrG. 4.-WarpabJe two-spar surface 
two supporting spars always 
vibrating in lag phase. In 
general, the observations in-
dicated that the stiffer the spars for a given "relative stiffness, the higher the speed required 
to precipitate the resonant vibration. The relative stiffness of the two spars, however, did not 
seem to influence materially the wind speed required to stru't oscillations, as resonant vibrations 
of the surface were obtained at nearly the same speeds for the same forward spar, when the 
rear spar stiffness was less than, equal to, and greater than the stiffness of the forward spar. It 
was noted that the entire vibration could in most cases be stopped by steadying either spar at 
its tip, or 'by pitching the surface to angles beyond 2° or 3° of the zero-lift attitude. But, in 
some cases when the rear spar was extremely flexible, the rear portion of the surface continued 
to oscillate about the zero-lift setting, even when the forward spar was stopped; and on rein-
forcing the surface of this structure with cardboard, slight vibrations of the weak rear spar of 
very small amplitude were observed for several angles beyond the vicinity of the zero-lift posi-
tion, at which the violent resonant oscillations of the free structure always occurred. When 
the vise, grasping the spars, was removed from the balance-shaft and more rigidly supported 
by screv.ri.ng it fast to the tunnel floor, the oscillations of the structure appeared to be precipi-
tated at slightly lower airspeed than on the more flexible shaft support. 
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Irrespective of any incidental observations, however, the important points noted in these 
tests were, that in every case the oscillations of the cantilever surface structure were precipitated 
and reinforced by the occurrence of a warpage in the smface due to the unequal or opposite 
deflection of the supporting spars under the interaction of the air and inertia forces of the 
system, and that any reinforcement of the urface covering or rigid interconnection of the spars 
at their tips which precluded their independent flexure and vibration tended to prevent sustained 
oscillation of the structme. Also, another important ob ervation, previously intimated, and 
here emphasized on account of its special bearing on structural de ign to prevent airfoil flutter, 
discussed later, is that distortable cantilever surfaces are susceptible of dangerous oscillation 
only at attitudes in the vicinity of the no-lift setting, and comparatively free from such 
Qscillations at higher angles. 
It would therefore seem that, if the spars of full-size tail smfaces and other cantilever airfoil 
structmes were designed with sufficient flexural stiffness to resist their stresses with small 
deflections, and with such a relative sti.il'ness that their tips would deflect about equally under 
their stresses at small-angle flying attitudes, there would be no po sibility, providing the ele-
vators were rigidly interconnected, of the occmrence of a distortion of the smface in pitch, 
which would start any violent 0 cillations in roll. 
In an attempt to obtain some idea of the relative stiffness of spars necessary in the MO-1 
tail plane to giye equal deflection with no surface distortion under the normal air loading at 
small angles, calculations to this effect were made, using center of pressure data from a special 
wind tunnel test at 40 miles an hom on a rectangular wooden model of the MO-1 tail plane 
profile (fig. 7, Part III) and taking into account the oblique leading edge of the smface on the 
full-size plane and the consequent inclination of the center of pressure line to the spars. The 
tail plane dimensions and location of the spars were obtained from blueprints of the full-size 
member. 
The relation of the maximum bending moments for the two spars (fig. 8, Part III) obtained 
from these calculations, indicates that the ratio of the rear and forward spar elastic co ffi-
cients for this uriace should be between 3 and 4 for minimum di tortion under the normal air 
loading, in tead of 17 as actually present. This means that the rear spar should be between 
)i and 73 as stiff as the forward par for small relative spar deflection and minimum surface 
warpage. These values are for the maximum forward location of the center of pressme and 
neutral elevators. When the elevators are turned from the neutral position the center of pres-
sure of the surface travels farther backward, and hence a relatively tiffer rear spar than is 
specified above would then be required for no smface warpage. But by giving the stronger 
spar sufficient stiffness to re ist its maximum stress with small deflection for the rearmo t center 
of pressme position, the former spar stiffness ratios may be u cd and the surface still confined 
within small allowable distortion limits for all normal attitudes . 
The principal formulas used in stress calculations for the design of cantilever wing spars 
for equal or minimum relative deflections, and the data for their application to the MO-1 tail 
plane with the final results, are presented in Part III of this report. In this case only the air 
loading of the surface has been considered, as in most cases when the center of pressme line lies 
off of the forward spar and the spar stiffness ratio for no smface warpage is mall, the strength 
and stiffness of structure required to safely carry the air lo ading with small relative spar deflec-
tions and minimum surface distortion will provide sufficient stiffness to prevent any material 
distortion of the surface under the inertia loading. However, when the center of pressme line 
lies along the forward spar, or is so related to it as to give a large spar stiffness ratio for no 
surface warpage, and thus require a relatively weak rear spar to balance the smface air loading, 
it is likely that a stronger rear spar will be required to provide sufficient stiffness to confine 
the surface within small distortion limits under a possible inertia load; and if tlie original spar 
stiffness ratio were still maintained a stronger and stiffer forward spar than is really necessary 
to carry the air load would be demanded. In other words, the relative spar stiffness required 
for no surface distortion under the air loads and the interia loads taken separately, may often 
be quite different On account of the different positions of application of these loads relative to 
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the spars, and structural economy necessitates that a compromise be effected between them in 
arriving at the minimum spar stiffness required to confine the surface within its small allowable 
distortion limits under either load. 
Also, on account of the shift of the center of pressure of an airfoil along the chord with 
changing angle of attack each attitude of the surface would require a different spar stiffness 
ratio for no warpage. This fact, however, should cause no perplexjty, since the preceding tests 
indicate that surface warpage is conducive to dangerous flutter only at surface attitudes in the 
vicinity of the zero-lift position, and for this reason is not particularly objectionable at higher 
angle. The spar stiffness ratio used to prevent airfoil warpage and consequent flutter should 
therefore be derived from the center of pressure location for small angle attitudes around the 
zero-lift setting. 
In consideration of the conQicting requirements connected with the separate center of mass 
and center of pre sure positions, it may be stated in general that, for economic de ign of spars 
to prevent flutter in cantilever airfoil structures, the weaker spar should always be stiff enough 
to re ist possible inertia loads with small deflections, and the stronger spar stiff enough to resi t 
possible air loads with perhaps somewhat larger deflections, while at the same time the relative 
spar stiffness required for minimum surface warpage under normal air loads at small flying 
angles is maintained at or near its estimated value whenever the air load stresses on. the weaker 
spar exceed the inertia load stresses on this spar, but altered for reverse conditions, as the 
maximum inertia stress and permis ible deflection of the weaker spar demands. 
By thus roughly proportioning the stiffness of wing and tail plane spars to their received 
stresses, with special attention to airfoils having tapering plan forms and consequent diagonal 
loading, it is believed a minimum value of spar stiffness to prevent any dangerous surface 
warpage will be obtained, which will result in a more economic and lighter spar structure than 
could otherwise be effected, while at the same time eliminating the pos ibility of airfoil flutter. 
For, wi.th the additional torsional rigidity furnished by the ribs and surface covering of a wing 
or tail plane structure, if the spars are given the proper relative stiffness to deOect as nearly 
equally as possible under their received loads, their actual stiffness need not be great, since 
flexure of the surface without twisting is not conducive to flutter. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The airflow over the MO-l model airplane, e pecially in the vicinity of the tail plane, 
is apparently not sufficiently disturbed to produce any marked rythmic oscillations of the 
rigi.d tail unit flexibly hinged to the fuselage about its fore and aft axis. The type of airflow 
about this model is very similar to, if not better than, that about an analogous model of the 
Fokker FT airplane, whose wings or tail plane have never been reported to flutter in flight. 
2. Excepting surfaces having forms or attitudes which exhibit the phenomena of reversible 
autorotation, a surface that deflects under its received loads about an axis along the wind 
without otherwise turning or distorting will not be susceptible of sustained oscillations unless 
it be exposed to exceptionally turbulent, undulatory, or gusty airflow. (Pt. II.) 
3. A cantilever surface, such as an ordinary wing or tail plane, which, under its received 
loads at mall, high-speed angles of attack experiences a differential deflection of its supporting 
spars, may, in perfectly smooth airflow, become su ceptible of sustained oscillations, which 
may attain dangerous amplitudes as the surface approaches its no-lift attitude. The torsional 
deformation of surface entailed by a differential spar deflection is not so dangerous, however, 
at large, low-speed angles of attack. 
4. The aerodynamic flutter of cantilever airfoil structures may be obviated by locating 
the center of mass of the system in or forward of the main supporting spar with the center of 
pressure aft of this member (Pt. II); or, more practically, by providing for sufficient structural 
rigidity to prevent any material torsional deformation of the surface under its received loads 
at high speed flying angles. Formulas for estimating the mo t economic relative spar stiffness 
for the latter design are given in Part III. 
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5. The vibration of the MO-l tail plane results mostly from the large inequality of the 
ratios of stiffnes to bending moment for the two supporting spars; wherefore the e spars deflect 
unequally and entail sufficient surface deformation to precipitate u tained oscillations of the 
cantilever structure. 
6. The vibration of the MO-l tail plane may be economically minimized by giving it spars 
the proper relative tiffness required by their bending mom(\nt ratios to cau e them to deflect 
about equally tmder their received loads in normal high speed flight . Oalculations (Pt. III) 
for the spar stres es of this urface how that the rear par hould have omewhere around 
73" or 7i the stiffne s of the forward spar for minimum differential spar deflection, in tead of 
r,., a found present by spar deflection te ts on the full-size MO-l tail plane. 
With the tiline of the pars correctly proportioned to their received moments it i po sible 
that the torsional rigidity of the surface supplied by the connecting ribs and covering will 
permit the use of a less tiff forward par than now present, thus lowering the weight of the 
structure, while till preventing any objectionable surface deformation that might be conducive 
to vibration . 
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A STUDY OF WING FLUTTER 
PART II 
THEORY OF OSCILLATIONS OF AN AIRFOIL IN PITCH AND ROLL 
By A. F. ZAHM 
PREFACE 
Apropos of Part I the possible types of small oscillation, in a uniform wind, of a rigid airfoil 
about a longitudinal or transverse axis, round which it elastically pivots, are here analyzed. 
T he more general cases when warpage and flexure occur are left for further consideration. 
Figure 5 illustrates the assumed conditions for the airfoil. Subject to moments of wind 
and elastic torsion it can be assumed to oscillate in roll, pitch, or both at once. We treat t.he 
three motions successively for cases of small displacement from equilibrium. 
MOTION ABOUT X AXIS 
The oscillation in roll is given by 
y 
z 
/ 
/ 
f 
<j> 't 
FIG. 5.-Assumed conditions for tbe airfoil 
m=mass of wing, witb centroid at x, fi. 
A, B=moments of inertia about X, YaKes. 
<1>, 4>, ~=angle, speed, acceleration of wing about X. 
9,0, 9=angle, speed, acceleration of wing about Y . 
. ·.li~±x9=acceleration of m; m(ii"~±xii9)=moment of mahout X. 
L, M=moments about X, Y, due to uniform wind. 
LO, L.=/)L//)9, /)L//)p, where p=<~=d<l>/dt. 
Me. MQ=/)M//)9, t>M/oq, where q=6=d6/dl. 
(1 ) 
where Lp = aL/ap * is the damping derivative, k<l> = - aL/aif! the elastic restoring moment per 
radian of if!. The damping coefficient, Lp/A is positive for au torotative surfaces, zero or nega-
tive for others; k<l>/A is always negative and finite . 
• In his Stability in Aviation, Bryan writes Lp=-dL/dp, a convention not so mucb used by bis followers. Here we use the standard symbols 
adopted by the National Advisory Committee (or Aeronautics. 
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From textbooks we derive the following properties of (1): for Lp = 0 the motion i simple 
harmonic; for Lp<O it is either damped harmonic or subsiding aperiodic; for L p>O it is divergent 
either oscillatingly or continuously. Hence to secure decay of vibration the airfoil should at 
all wind speeds, have Lp<O, viz, antirotative. 
MOTION ABOUT Y AXIS 
The oscillation in pitch is 
(2) 
where lee is the elastic moment per unit of 8. The damping derivative Mg is usually negative 
or antirotative; the coefficient of 8 i negative except when lea < Mo. 
From textbooks we derive the following properties of (2): For lea - Ma = 0 the motion 
continuously a ymptotes a finite limit; for leo- Me>O it is either damped harmonic or subsiding 
aperiodic; for leo - Mo<O it diverges continuously. Hence to insure decay of vibration in 
pitch the airfoil should , at all wind speeds have leo- Ma>O. 
MOTIO S ABOUT X, Y 
If the ip, 8 motions are simultaneous 'they add to (1) the moments mxy8-Le8; to (2) the 
moment mx~.t Thus, 
A cj; - LiP + le<»ip + mxye - Le8 = ° 
BS- Mi)+ (lee- Ma) 8 +mxy1> = 0 
where all the coefficients are positive, save possibly L 1J1 Le, Mg , Me. 
To solve (3) first put therein D=Jldt: thus 
whence eliminating 8 gives 
(AD2_L pD+kt»ip+ (mxyD2-Le) 8=0 
mxyD2(T?+ [BD2- MqD+ (lee- Me)]8=0 
(3) 
(3 ) 
{(AD2_LpD+h) [BD2- MqD+ (leo- Mo)]- (mxy)2D4 + LomxyD2} ip=O (4) 
which is a linear differential equation in ip with constant coefficients, expressing the airfoil 
motion about X. Putting e for ip in (4) gives the motion about Y. We now can solve (4) 
for the amplitude; but to ascertain merely whether the motion is stable or not it suffices to 
examine the coefficients of (4), as in the next three paragraphs. 
CRITERIA FOR STABILITY ABOUT X, Y 
If X or mxy D2 - Le is zero, the last two terms of (4) vani h, leaving in form the simple 
product of (1), (2) . If for this case, (1), (2) both are stable their resultant (4) must be so. 
N ow x = 0 if the airfoil centroid is on the pitch axis Y; and Le = aLla8 = 0 for the burble incidence. 
Frequently mxye i small and negligible. In this case we conclude that if the centroid is on 
the Y axis, or if the equilibrium incidence is burble, the simultaneous small motions (3) about 
X and Yare stable if the uniaxial motions (1), (2) are so. 
If x or mxyD2-Le is not zero, we examine the alL'l:iliary equation of (4), viz 
aD4 + bD3 + CD2 + dD + e = 0 (5) 
where a=AB- (mxy)2; b= -AMQ-BLp; e=A(lea- Me)+LpMg+mxfj Le; d= -Lp(ka- Ma) 
-7c<t> MQ; e.= le", (leo - Me). By Routh's rule (4) is stable if a, b, e, d, e and Routh's discriminan t 
bed - ad2 - eb2 all afe posi ti ve. 
t For closer estimate - M.<i> enn be added bere. It vanishes: or well-known conditions. 
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For usual conditions a, b, c, d, e are positive. Putting the given vnJues of these in the 
discriminant one finds 1 it positive if (6) 
which therefore is a criterion of stability for the motion (4). One device for realizing (6) is to 
make the centroidal distance x<.O, or small positive; another is to magnify -LpMq/Le. 
SUMMARY 
The present analy is suggests the following rules of design to obviate airfoil flutter. 
1. Use an airfoil Lavmg Lp negative, to avoid autorotative tendency; choose one with 
-LpM.JL!oJ>mxY· 
2. Make x:<.O, or small if posItive; viz., a,oid placing the airfoil centroid far aft of the axis 
of pitch rotation. 
3. Make lee>Mo; viz., make the coefficient of elastic pitching moment exceed that of wind 
disturbing moment at all speedd. 
In practice these stability devices may have to be compromised with other de ign provisions. 
ROTATIONAL AMPLITUDE, SPEED, PERIOD 
For the oscillations (1), (2) about a single axi the amplitude, speed, and period can be 
found directly by well-known procedure. For the double motion (3) one finds by solution 
of (4). (7) 
where AI, At, As, A" are the four roots of (5), and the O's are inteo-ration con tants determined hy 
the initial conditions. Putting e for <P in (4) and solving gives e in the form (7) except for dillerent 
integration constants. The plot of <P or e against t is in general the resultant of four exponential 
or sine curves which represent the four component terms of (7). Examples of snch component 
curves are given in works on aircraft stability. 
CASE OF THE NONRIGID AIRFOIL 
In practice a fluttering airfoil pitches and rolls by structural deformation, say by flap 
motion or spar flexure. In this latter case the rotation angle <P, e are roughly thoseof the median 
airfoil section, and the damping coefficients in (1), (2) may be written hv+Lv, hq + Mq , where 
the h's are viscous moments per unit of p, q, due to internal friction of the airfoil structure. 
The magnitude of le<l>, lee, hv, hq , could be determined in a full-scale craft, but not so well pre-
dicted from a model test, except perhaps when both model and full-scale were of uniform material 
besides being structurally similar. The case for a wing and aileron vibrating jointly or inde-
pendently is treated in the cited N. A. C. A. Mem. o. 223, "On the Stability of Oscillations 
of an Airplane Wing," by A. C. Von Baumbauer and C. Koning. See also "Wing Flutter," 
hy R. A. Frazer, Reports and Memoranda _ o. 1042, British Aeronautical Research Committee 
PRACTICAL DETERMINATION OF Lv, M . 
The damping derivatives, L p , Mq , can best be fOlmd experimentally, say by testing a wing 
model with an oscillator in a uniform air stream. They can also be estimated as explained in 
textbooks, e. g. Wilson's Aeronautics, article 40; ready formulas for Lv, Mq , to suit various 
practical shapes and loadings, may thus be derived. 
For example, assuming the load uniform along Y, one finds L = 4j3.sfll V, where V is the 
flight speed, and s = dL jde is the slope of the lift curve for the particular wing. Again assuming 
an elliptic loading along Y one finds Lv = syS j V. 
In the general equations (1), (2) therefore, the damping derivatives are symbolized broadly 
by L p , Mq rather than by more specific quantities applicable to but one wing type. Tables 
giving experimental values of Lv, jji q along with the usual wing characteristics for a few typical 
wing types, would be serviceable to aeronautical engineers. 
1 For a more detailed treatment, illustrated by experiment, tbe reader is referred to Tecb. Mem. No. 223 of tbe National Advisory Committeo 
ror Aeronautics. 
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PART III 
DESIGN OF SPARS FOR EQUAL FLEXURE 
By R. M. BEAn 
PREFACE 
The foregoing text shows that a cantilever airfoil, not reversibly autorotative, is void of 
flutter of its spars flex equally in the same direction under their received loads; e. g., if their 
ensuing curvatures are the same at corresponding sections. A method of designing the spars for 
such equal fiexure when given the wing plan and profile is outlined in the ensuing text. By 
its use the minimum torsional rigidity of structure required to prevent fiutter may be obtained 
with a maximum economy in material. 
CURVATURE RATIO 
By mechanics the elastic curvature at any beam section is l/R = M/ EI, where R is the radius 
of curvature of the neutral surface, M the bending moment, E the modulus of elasticity, I the 
moment of inertia of the section area about its neutral axis. Hence for corresponding sections 
of two parallel spars, 
Curvature2 R/ M!Ed/ 
Curvaturel = RJ = M/EJIJ 
Usually Et=Et ; hence for equal fiexure (R/=R t ) the spars must be designed so that 
IdIJ = M//MJ 
STIFFNESS RATIO 
(1) 
(2) 
The stiffnesses of the two spars at corresponding sections are as the bending moments 
there causing equal fiexure; that is 
Stiffnessl M/ 1/ 
Stiffness2 = M t =L (2a) 
Since the deflection of a beam is a direct function of the curvature, the stiffnesses of beams 
are compared by comparing the loads they can carry with a given deflection, or the deflections 
at corresponding sections for a given loading. 
STRESS RATIO 
By mechanics the maximum unit fiber stress at any beam section is 8 = Me/I, e being the 
distance of the outermost fiber from the neutral axis of the section. Hence for corresponding 
sections of the two spars, 
and for equal fiexure, from (2) 
Stressl 8/ M/edt 
Stress2 =~ =MJeJI/ 
19 
(3) 
(4) 
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From this relation it is seen that jf the spar of greater e is first designed for the maximum 
allowable lmit stress, Smax., the other will have s<smax., and hence a greater factor of safety 
and ample strength; but if the spar of lesser e is first designed for Smax., the other will have 
S >sml>x., and be unsafe. 
Therefore, to provide conveniently for tructural safety, it is best, fir t to design the deeper 
spar for sufficient strength, and then the shallower spar for equal flexure. 
STRE GTH RATIO 
The strengths of the two spars at corresponding sections are inversely as the maximum 
lllit fiber stres es there produced by a given bending moment. Hence, making MI = M$ in (3), 
Strength! S! lIes 
Strengthz =~ = i t el (5) 
The strengths of beams are compared by comparing the loads they can carry with an as-
signed maximum unit fiber stress, or by comparing the maximum fibe.r stresses produced by an 
assigned loading. 
RELATIONS OF STRENGTH" D STIFF ESS 
If in (5) el = et, the strength ratio equals the stiffness ratio in (2). For this condition the 
two beams have equal safety fattors, and for the same permissible maximum depths, less weight 
than for el, e! unequal. But, since the maximum depths of spars and hence also their least 
weights are determined by the airfoil profile depths, the relation of strength and stiffness ratios 
will vary with different airfoils and hence has no special significance. 
GENERAL DESIG PROCEDURE 
In obtaining actual values for h I t in (2), the deeper spar is considered first, and its value 
of el selected, equal to or less than half the maximum wing depth. Then 
(6) 
whence, from (2) 
(7) 
where rM= M!I Jill' 
A suitable value of et<el, corresponding to the wing depth is then eho en for the shallower 
spar. 
As mentioned previously, this order of procedure will keep ss<smax. and the safety factor 
always above the assigned value, but not conversely. 
SPAR STRESS EQUATIONS 
To obtain MI and M! of the preceding formulas, the separate loadings of the two spars 
must be determined. In the ensuing text the fundamental equations and derived general 
formulas for loading intensity W, vertical shear Z, and bending moment M, for the two parallel 
spars of a cantilever airfoil with oblique leading edge and consequent diagonal loading, are 
presented, and their use illustrated in designing the MO-1 tail plane for minimum distortion 
at small angles of attack to prevent flutter. 
Figure 6 is a diagram of an airfoil of the above-mentioned type, resembling the MO-1 
tail plane in plan form. Referring to it and the indicated symbols the following equations 
are readily understood. 
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The equations for the condition of static equilibrium, assuming equal deflection of the 
two spars, are, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
\ ; 
-wr_+-__ rf of rear spar" 
- ,/ 
c , 
I ,-Trailing edge " __ /' 
FlO. 6.-Diagram of airfoil 
A A'dx=any elementary transverse section of a tail plane or wing. 
d F=air force acting on the surface of this section at its center of pressure. 
dR.=elementary reaction of forward spar at this section. 
dR,=elementary reaction of rear spar at this section . 
-dR l . a=dF. (a+y) 
dR l . a=dF. y 
(8) 
(9) 
The intensity of loading, W at any spar section IS of opposite sign to the elementary 
reaction a.t this ection. The equation for W is 
W=_dR 
dx 
The equation for vertical shear Z at any spar section is 
Z = llWdx = -lldR 
The equation for bending moment, M at any par section is 
M= ilZdx 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
The equation of the center of pressure line or load line for X axis along the forward spar 
aXIs IS 
y=sx+b (13) 
The equation of the airfoil leading edge line for X axis along the trailing edge line parallel 
to the spars is 
c*=s'x+b' 
Also, 
dF=Ocdx 
where 0= 1/2 ONFP V', and 
CNF = coefficien t of normal force, N F perpendicular to wing chord. 
p = air density in slugs per cubic feet. 
V = air speed in feet per second. 
-GENERAL FORMULAS FOR TAPERED WI GS 
c is the wing chord at any section. If the t railing edge of the wing is inclined at a slope s" to the spars, equation (14) hecomes 
c= (a' -a") x+b' 
(14) 
(15) 
(14) 
By substituting in the deduced formulas for IF, 7-, and M, (a'-s") for a', these formulas become more genemi and apply to wings with leading 
eclge and trailing edge both tapered. 
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FORWARD SPAR STRESSES 
Fundamental equations-
-dR/.a=dF. (a+y) 
- dR/.a= acdx. (a+sx+ b) 
-dR/.a= adx. (s'x+b') (a+sx+b) 
a 
-dR/= - (asx . dx+ss':r. dx+bs'x. dx+b'a. dx+b'sx. dx+bb'. dx) 
a 
Loading intensity, W-
Vertical shear, Z-
a W/ = - {ss'x'+x [s' (a+ b) +sb'] + b'(a+ b)} 
a 
Z/ = - lldR/ ~ llW/ dx 
Z/ =f [S;, (l3-x!) + s'(a+~) + b's (l'_X
'
) + b' (a+ b) (l-x) ] 
Bending moment, M-
(8) 
(16) 
(17) 
(17) 
(10) 
(18) 
(11) 
(19) 
M/ = lIZ/ dx (12) 
M=Q[ss' (3l4_4l!x+x4)+s'(a+b)+b's (?l!-3ll x+x!)+b'(a+b) (l-x)'] (20) 
a 12 6 ~ 2 
REAR SPAR STRESSES 
Fundamental equations-
Loading intensity, W-
dRt.a =dF.y 
dR,.a = acdx. (sx + b) 
dR,.a = adx. (s'x + b') (sx + b) 
a dR, = (ss'xz. dx+b'sx. dx+bs'x. dx+bb'. dx) 
a 
W __ dR~ 
, - dx 
a W, = - - [ss'x2 +x (sb'+s'b)+bb'] 
a 
Vertical shear, Z-
Z,=-lldR, 
Zt=-~e;, W_xs)+b's~bs' W-Xl)+bb'(l-x) ] 
Bending moment, M-
M1=lz, dx 
M, = _g[~s; (3l4-4l!x+x4) + b's~ bs' (2l!-3l'x+x3) + b;' (l-xY] 
(9) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(22) 
(10) 
(23) 
(11 ) 
(24) 
(12) 
(25) 
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SPAR STRESSES FOR SLOPES, s, s'=o 
For a tail plane or wing with leading edge parallel to the spars, 8 and 8' in the previous 
equations become 0, and the equations for the spar stresses are simplified as follows: 
FORWARD SPAR 
O · WI = b'(a+b) a 
o 7,1 = - [b'(a+b) (Z-x)] 
a 
REAR SPAR 
WJ =-!!.. bb' a 
7.J = -!!..[bb'(l-x)] 
a 
O[bb' J MJ=--a, Z(l -x)' 
SPAR STIFFNESS RATIO, rM 
(26) 
(27 
(28) 
(29 ) 
(30) 
(31) 
The ratio of the bending moments or the relative stiffness required for equal spar flexure 
then becomes from (28), (31), (2) 
!;=~=rM= - atb=-(i+1) (32) 
THE ± SIGNS 
In the foregoing equations, the distance between the spars, a is always positive, and b 
positive or negative, depending on whether the center of pressure for x =0 is forward or aft of 
the front spar axis. 
CONDITIONS FOR NO SURFACE WARPAGE 
For equal flexure of the spars in the same direction, and hence no sill·face warpage, rllf must 
always be + ; i. e., MI , MJ must have like signs. This condition is most always fulfilled in the 
usual location of spars and is effected by so placing them that all or the greater part of the 
airfoil center of pressure line, or load line, lies between them. 
In order that rllf always be + in (32), b must always be -, and numerically less than a. 
This condition fixes the center of pressure line between the spars, and for this special case of 
parallelism the spar loadings, shears, and bending moments all have lilre signs. 
See Figure 9 in which a and b of the preceding equations are replaced by n and -x, and rM = 
y =R1/Rt • 
EQUATIONS FOR MO-l TAIL PLANE 
Substituting in the previous equations the following values obtained from aerodynamic 
data and design drawings for the MO-1 tail plane, (Table I; figs. 7, 8.) 
8 = - 0.1290 b =0.0575 a =2.417 
8'=-0.1721 b'=6.448 l=6.33 
the following equations are obtained. 
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FORWARD SPAR 
WI = 0(0.0092x' - 0.5204x+ 6.601) 
7.1 = 0(0.2602xB - 0.0031xs - u.601x + 32.14) 
HI = 0(0.00077x4 - 0.0 6 xS+ 3.301xB - 32.14x -l 0].94) 
REAR SPAR 
Wt = 0(0.34 3x - 0.00!)2xt - 0.1534) 
7., = 0(0.0031xs - 0.1741xB + 0.1534x + 5.231) 
Aft = 0(0.05 0::r3 - O.00077XL 0.0767xt - 5.231x 1- 22.(9) 
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FIG . 7.- Profile characteristics. Air speed 40 mHes per bour. Original 
data corrected for model asymmetry 
The maximum bonding moments occur at x = 0, and by (2a) the spar tiffness ratio here 
required for equal flexure and no flutter i 
= MI =!J.= 91.94 = 4 05 
TAl M t It 22.69 . 
This ratio deorease as x increases, a shown in Figure . 
For l = 7.00 instead of 6.33 the above equations be, om 
find 
A RT DY OF WING FL TTER 
FORWARD PAR 
WI = ame as before . 
ZI = 0(0.2602x.t- 0.0031x' - 6.601x + 34.51) 
.Afl = 0(0.00077x4 - 0.0 68x' + 3.301xl - 34.51x + 107.7) 
REAR SPAR 
Wt =same as before 
Z! = 0(0.0031x'- 0.1741x!+ 0.1534x+ 6.410) 
U! = 0(0.05 Ox' - 0.00077x4 - 0.0767x! - 6.41Ox + 30.55) 
MI II 107.7 
Tft{ = M != J
t
= 30.55 = 3.53. 
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For everal correspondinO' spar secti n , the variable factors in parentheses in the above 
equation for l = 6.33 were evaluated and are given with their ratio in Table II. These data 
are plotted in Figure . 
TA RU~ I. - A if forces , moments and ce nter of pres.mre lvr AlO 1 hori:ontal tail plane section at 40 miles WI' hOllr 
Twin camb('l' ('ction. 
Angle of nt· 
tAck (l 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
IS 
20 
l.iflL Drag D 
Pounds Pounds 
O. 0 O.OI\) 
.03S .01!) 
.079 . 019 
. 117 .020 
. 155 .022 
.23 .027 
.323 .035 
.407 .046 
.48, .062 
.557 .078 
.589 .O!)S 
.574 .125 
. 527 . 215 
Pitching mo· 
I.ifl/clrng, J,fD menl ShOUl 
.J.lfaxis l 
Lb.·in. 
O. 0 O. 0 
2. eli +.011 
4. 25 .021 
5. 94 .032 
7. 00 .044 
, .92 .062 
9. 26 .074 
8. 75 .090 
7. 92 . ] 02 
7. 15 .112 
6. 04 .104 
4 .. 57 +.037 
2. 45 -.141 
Elevator J1Clltl'al. 
Cenler of I 
pressure, per 
cenl chord 
length, Cp 
22. 7 
22. 8 
22 . 
22. 5 
22.1 
23. 2 
23. 9 
24. 1 
24.4 
2.J.. 7 
25. 5 
28. 7 
38. 5 
I J,faxis of model holder is on chord center line, 31.1 per cent of chord length aft of the 
leading edge. 
Dimengions of model, .18 hy 3.21 inches. 
CL = 1.337 L 
0 0 = 1.337 D 
Ku = 0.00342 L 
Xx = 0.00342 D . 
On = ..jOL2+ 01)2 
Tan 0 = OLIOo 
ONP = On sin (a+ 0) 
O.vP = coefficient of normal air force NF.L to wing cbord. 
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FIG. 8.-MO-l horizontal tail plane. Load, shear and bending 
moment diagrams for spars deflecting equally under surface 
air loading 
PLAN 
a=29"=2.4171 
1=76"=6.33' 
b=0.69"=0.0575' 
b' = 77 .375" =6.448' 
8=-0.1200 
8'=-0.1721 
v=-0.1200r+o.oS75 
c=-0.172lr+6.448 
LOAD DIAGIlAM 
W=KwC 
L= f :Wdr 
W=loading in lb. per foot run 
L=totalload in lb. 
VERTICAL SHEAR DIAGRAM: 
Z=KzC= f~Wdr 
Z=vertical shear in lb . 
BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAM 
M=KMC= f>dr 
M=bending moment in lb.·ft. 
1 C=2"CNPP V' 
CNP=coeJ]lcient of normal air force, NFl. 
to wing chord 
p=air density in slugs per cu. ft . 
V=air speed in feet per sec. 
A STUDY OF WING FLUTTER 
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FIG. 9.-Rectangular two-spar airfoil spar-stiffness ratios for equal flexure 
For equal spar deflection under load F, 
RI/R2=V~~ 
:r 
For +:r< 11, "is always + and the spars flex equally in the same direction without 
torsion or surface warpage. 
For +:r '>11, and any -:z:, 1/ is always - and the spars flex equally in opposite 
direction with torsion and surface warpage. 
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TABLE II.- par stress factors and ratios for design of MO- l tai l plane for equal spar jlexu7'e undel' surface air 
loading 1 
Distance Forward spar Rear spar 
along span 
x Kw KM Kz Kw I-~ Kz rw ---
Feel 
0 +6.60 /+91. 94 +32.14 - 0.15 +22.69 +5.23 - 43.05 
1 6. 09 63. 02 25. 79 + 0.19 17.44 5.21 +32.76 2 5.60 40. 19 19. 95 0.51 12. 37 4. 7 11. 05 
3 Ii. 12 22. 96 14. 59 O. 1 7. 1 4.21 6.32 
4 4. 67 10. 5 9. 70 1. 09 4. 06 3. 25 4. 2 
5 4. 23 3.41 5.25 1. 36 1. 39 2.03 3.11 
6 3. 1 O. 20 + 1. 24 1.60 0. 09 + 0.54 2. 3 6.33 I 3.6 0.00 o. 00 1.6 0.00 0.00 2.19 6.5 +3.61 +. 0.05 -0.62 +1.72 + 0.02 -0.29 +2.10 
1 For surface span, 6.33 feet and center of pressure 22.7 per cent of chord frorn leading edge. Roo Figure 8. 
O=Y2 NFP P 
FORWARD SPAR 
Kw = 0.0091 ~-0.5204x+6 .6014 
K M = 0.00077X4- 0.0 6 xs+ 3.3007:rf- 32.1364x + 91.9440 
K z = 0.2602:rf - 0.0031xs- 6.6014x+ 32.1364 
REAR PAR 
JC w= 0.3483x - 0.0091 ~- 0.1534 
J{M = 0.0580x' - 0.00077X4 - 0.0767xt - 5.2309x + 22.6890 
K z = 0.003'1x'- 0.1741x'+ 0.1534x + 5.2309 
W = loading in pound per foot run 
M = bending moment in foot-pound 
Z = vertical hear in pounds 
AERODYNAMICAL LABORATORY, 
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTIO AND R EPAIn, UNITED STATES AVY, 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 11,1927. 
Ratios 
rM rz 
+4. 05 +6. 14 
3.61 4. 95 
3. 25 4. 10 
2. 94 3. 47 
2. 67 2. 9 
2. 45 2. 59 
2.30 2. 27 
2. 30 I 2.20 
+2. 37 +2. 14 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
Longi tudin:\L __ X X ' 
LateraL _______ Y Y NormaL ______ Z Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
D, Diameter. 
P~, Effective pitch 
Po, Mean geometric pitch. 
Ps, Standard pitch. 
pv, Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio . 
V', Inflow velocity. 
Vs, Slip stream velocity. 
Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Linear 
Designa- Sym- Po"itive Designa- Sym- (compo-
tion bol direction tion bol nentalong Angular 
axis) 
rolling _____ L l ----->Z rolL_ iI> 1t P pitching ____ AI Z---->X pitch _____ e v q yo.wing _____ N X-----+ l' yaw _____ 'lr w r 
-
.. Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
0, Torque. 
P, Power. 
(If (( coefficieu ts)) are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.} 
1}, Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., 1'. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute., R. P. M. 
<1>, EffectiYe heli...-x: angle = to,n-1 (2;rn) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 HP=76.04 kg/m/sec.=550 lb./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/sec. =0.01315 HP. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/sec. 
1 m/sec. = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m = 3 .2808333 ft . 
